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Statement 

My piece قلب:لغة برمجة is a conceptual programming language exploring the role of 

human culture in computer programming. Code is written entirely in Arabic, 

challenging the all-English programming landscape we find ourselves in and 

highlighting the cultural biases of computer science. 

Meant to demonstrate the impossibility of programming in anything but English, قلب 

documents how every major technical tool breaks under the burden of non-Latin text. 

It calls into question the surge of excitement around teaching everyone in the world to 

code, which is indirectly an excitement to teach everyone in the world English. Its 

associated calligraphy pieces, rendering قلب source code as Square Kufic tile mosaics, 

celebrate Arabic culture and computer science, two groups with a deep relationship to 

the text of their languages. 

https://collection.eliterature.org/3/index.html
https://collection.eliterature.org/3/work.html?work=%D9%82%D9%84%D8%A8


 

Bio 

Ramsey Nasser is a computer scientist, game designer, and educator based in 

Brooklyn. He explores human self expression through computer programming by 

building tools to make computation more expressive and implementing projects that 

question the basic assumptions we make about code itself. His games playfully push 

people out of their comfort zones, and are often written in experimental programming 

languages of his design. A former Eyebeam fellow and a Professor at multiple 

universities, when he is not reasoning about abstract unintuitive machines, he builds 

and maintains vintage motorcycles. 
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Tech Details 

Programming language interpreted in JavaScript 

Editorial Statement 

What are the ideological biases of an "if" statement? Ramsey Nasser's قلب 

(pronounced alb) is an experimental Arabic programming language that engages code 

as a form of poetic expression. قلب critiques the way in which English is embedded in 

computational systems and how knowledge of the language has become a 

precondition for learning how to program (and a barrier to entry for those who do not 

have anglophone backgrounds). With قلب Nasser speculates about the possibilities of a 

programming system that resists the dominance of what Rita Raley has critiqued as 

"global English." It is a Lisp-like programming syntax that uses Arabic keywords 

instead of English and reads from right to left. Nasser’s work reconnects computer 

science to its early and often forgotten roots in the history of Arabic mathematics and 

art. Despite the claims of neutrality and mathematical objectivity in computation, قلب 

expresses how culture and ideology are deeply embedded in software at all levels. 

Downloads 

Downloadable Project Archive 

Description : ELC version (standalone browser version) 

Requirements : Modern web browser (such as Chrome) 

https://collection.eliterature.org/3/language.html#Arabic
https://collection.eliterature.org/3/keyword.html#code
https://collection.eliterature.org/3/keyword.html#activist
https://collection.eliterature.org/3/keyword.html#javascript
https://collection.eliterature.org/3/files/arabic-programming-language/arabic-programming-language-archive.zip


Archive of Github Project 

Description : Source files (currently set up to work with the Heroku hosting service) 

Requirements : Ruby, Heroku 

 
 

https://collection.eliterature.org/3/files/arabic-programming-language/----master.zip
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/

